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Abstract
This paper aims at tools to help teachers to grade
short text answers submitted by students. While many
published approaches for short-text answer grading
target on a fully automated process suggesting a grading
result, we focus on supporting a teacher. The goal
is rather to help a human grader and to improve
transparency rather than replacing the human by an
oracle. This paper provides a literature overview of
the numerous approaches of short text answer grading
which were proposed throughout the years. This paper
presents two novel approaches (answer completeness
and natural variability) and evaluates these based on
published exam data and several assessments collected
at our university.
1. Introduction
In the last 20 years, automated processing of
student’s text submissions has gained a lot of attention
due to the rise of educational institutions’ digital
transformation. Most universities and schools have
established online e-learning tools where students have
access to learning materials and can submit solutions
for their training tasks. Consequently, more and more
textual information is gathered from students.
In addition to that, through globalization more
people have the chance to access and benefit from
academic institutions which forced them to broaden
their digital environment. As a consequence, a
frequent physical appearance at the university is heavily
questioned from the professors’, the institutions’ and
the students’ point of view. While the latter discussion
is highly complex in its nature and widely disputed,
educational institutions recognized the opportunity to
provide electronic assessments whether as additional
training material or as testing the knowledge before the
examination [1].
This shift in the test environment did not only
have stressful, workload-increasing and demanding
consequences inherited, it opened up a wide range
of new opportunities. One of these is to pair the
manual grading with automatic machine grading [2]. It
means that a machine processes, evaluates and grades
a person’s textual submission while, afterwards, a
human supervises the outcome and checks its validity
and correctness. We call this machine-assisted human
grading. This approach promises a faster throughput of
assessed student answers and can possibly lead to higher
transparency of the final grade [3, 4, 5].
As a consequence, a huge number of different
algorithms have been developed to foster this approach,
especially in the area of short text answers. The need
of understanding which schemes fit which purposes has
increased tremendously. Comparably to the field of
statistics, only appropriate tools can lead to right and
meaningful assumptions [6]. Thus, the study aims to
answer following research questions: (1) Which factors
of a Natural Language Processing tool are crucial for
supporting examiners when grading short text answers?
(2) How can a software contribute to a transparent
grading of short text answers?
This paper’s prime contribution is to highlight and
discuss an alternative approach which emphasizes the
examiner’s knowledge and awareness on submission
properties rather than concentrating on an automatic
grading.
To accomplish these objectives, this paper reflects
on the theoretical background of relevant literature,
followed by a thoroughly described research setting.
Then, the findings of the study are presented. The
paper concludes with a discussion, implications on
practitioners, limitations and final remarks.





2. Review of relevant literature
Research associated with Natural Language
Processing (NLP) has been done from numerous
different researchers since many years. Especially in
the area of essay grading, investigative studies have
been conducted since approximately 50 years [7].
Dating back to the late 90ies, it was reviewed which
methodological approaches are necessary or suitable
to assess essays in a virtual setting. They highlighted
two methodologies which still exist until today, i.e.,
statistical methods like regression analysis and latent
semantic analysis [8].
Followingly, a study was conducted to further
assess or more precisely score essays as well as short
answer text submissions [9]. But not only different
approaches were investigated the predominant ideas to
automatically assess text fragments were challenged
with ethical and moral viewpoints. They questioned
if the design criterion of the tools and the factors,
which influenced the scoring, would fully and fairly
assess these text submissions and, moreover, lead to
transparent grades [10, 11, 12].
Those early challenges led to many studies which
focused on one fundamental aspect in regards to NLP,
i.e., the complexity of the topic itself. A few studies
[4, 5, 13] address rules or internal guidelines human
graders follow to assess written texts. Especially, [13]
pinpointed that grading text is far more complex and
not streamlined throughout human examiners’ training
courses. This led to differences in text quality aspects
as well as grading guidelines [5]. Furthermore, text
quality and design elements within a good essay
differentiate enormously among human examiners and
teachers worldwide [14, 12]. Subjective and human
rater-dependent factors affect the final grade more
independently on whether good text quality elements are
used within an essay or not [5, 4, 13].
Moreover, [4] further emphasizes key advantages of
NLP tools and techniques as the following; ”it may
potentially mitigate [...] inconsistent grading; conscious
or unconscious bias; fatigue; working memory overload;
discouragement or mood changes while scoring [...]” [4,
p. 70].
2.1. Short text answer grading
A large body of research addresses short answer
grading related systems and methodologies, many
specific approaches have been developed to process
and evaluate short text answers. Implementations
range from pure statistical metrics to machine learning
algorithms like neural networks [15]. Especially,
comparisons of pre-trained transfer models are in
focus of recent studies while they are also evaluated
against more traditional approaches like Bag-of-Words
or Support Vector Machines [16, 17].
One facet, which is still missing but very
important, is a critical discussion about computer-based
student submission grading and/or evaluation. Several
publications [18, 19, 20] concentrate on empirical
results (surveys, interviews) about automated grading
tools. As for other technologies, validating its effects,
proximity to desired goals and justification of relevance
is very important for supporting grading. The articles
[18, 19, 20] elaborate on the complexity of student
submission grading when considering that writing a
text needs multiple levels of understanding. Especially,
[21] demonstrates that integrating complex scoring
rubrics has the potential to seize on many levels of
understanding but cannot fully replace human raters.
Nevertheless, criticism has not fallen silent
throughout the years. Many publications discuss the
potential threat such systems could cause when not
configured well. Several publications [19, 22, 23, 3, 24,
25] critically assess current methodological approaches
and applicable tools. Conclusively, almost all of the
mentioned publications emphasize that computer-based
evaluation has strengths and weaknesses associated.
It heavily depends on the why and how, i.e., ”Why
do I want to incorporate such tools into my way
of teaching?” and ”How far do I use them in terms
of text grading or preparing students to automatic
evaluations?”.
3. Research goals and experimental setup
The following section covers the research goals
and the experimental setup in which this study was
conducted. Then, the newly proposed approaches,
answer completeness and natural variability, are
described.
As the research trend heads towards automatically
assessing and grading student answers based on
various syntactic and semantic features, the proposed
approaches highlight a different way of addressing
this task. Rather than substituting the human grader
by a system, the support for the human grader is in
focus. How can a system be created to enable a
human person to process quicker and more consistent
potentially high number of student submissions? In
this paper we provide techniques towards this goal,
focusing on Machine-Assisted Human Short Answer
Grading. In particular, the provided techniques focus




The goal is to target real world exams, which are
potentially different in every instance. This means
that the setup costs of a grader should be little (and
error robust) and should not require a reference answer
(golden essay) or a potentially large exam-specific
corpus.
For one-time exams, grading approaches based on
supervised machine learning are very difficult to set up
for the majority of teachers since there is usually no
corpus or other training data available to train the system
upfront.
Many automated grading systems work only with
reference answers, and compare the distance of
submissions to the reference answer. This approach has
several disadvantages. First of all, especially for short
text questions, there might be many different textual
ways to express the result. Secondly, measuring the
distance fosters rather exams on the lower levels of
Bloom’s taxonomy (memorizing) rather than transfer
oriented questions, which are especially important
in higher education. Knowledge transfer oriented
questions, such as ”express in your own words...” have
also the advantage to make some forms of cheating
more complex. So the goal was to explore methods
independent of reference answers.
Further goals are subject independence and little
limitations in regards to the natural language in use. The
research questions of this paper address the feasibility of
these goals as well as the development of techniques to
approach these.
3.2. Processing steps
Figure 1 depicts the major processing steps for
our experiments. Exams consist of one or many
test-items, which are short text questions expecting
submissions consisting of single lines up to a few
paragraphs of answer text. These assessments are
preprocessed using standard tools as provided by
natural language processing tools such as NLTK [26].
Important elements of preprocessing are stopword
elimination, lemmatization (transform provided words
to its canonical form) and part-of-speech analysis
(categorize words according to their syntactic function
in sentences, e.g., ’noun’). In our implementation,
we used the freely available tool TreeTagger [27] for
tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and lemmatization.
This selection emerged out of two specific reasons:
accuracy and multilingualism. It supports a vast amount
of different natural languages like English, French,


























Figure 1. Processing Pipeline.
roughly 97% correctly tagged words (as presented in
their study [28]).
We are comparing in this paper several algorithmic
approaches that have different requirements concerning
the processing pipeline. While the string-based methods
are based on the plain bytestream, other approaches
require part-of-speech (POS) tagging or lemmatization.
The computation of the term frequencies based on the
tf-idf (frequency–inverse document frequency) method
is the only one requiring stop word elimination.
Therefore, we create in our implementation1 from
the assessment and submission data a data structure
containing the input in various stages such that these
formats are available with only little overhead for further
processing.
3.3. Answer Distance
One promising approach is to compute the distance
matrix of all submissions to figure out how similar
submissions are (see e.g., the power-grading approach
[2]). Such a distance matrix could be used in a grading
process to suggest to a human grader who has graded a
submission, some other submissions as next which are
the most similar ones to this. For this distance matrix,
either string-based approaches might be used or also
measures based on the lemmatized submissions (e.g.,
using a cosine distance). The string-based approaches
have the advantage to cope quite well with misspelled
submissions, since they work on the full character
(byte) sequence of the submission. Natural language
processing software has usually problems to work with
misspelled inputs, since the attempted word lookup
fails. In such cases automated spellchecker might be
used; one can use e.g., Levenshtein distance [29] to
1The prototypical implementation containing pre-processing
and analysis is available from https://github.com/nm-wu/
haSAAS.
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find the most appropriate word for a misspelled one,
but certainly, this might change words into terms with
different meanings, which is problematic to support
the grading. In this paper, we just look at distance
matrix calculations based on Jaro-Winkler [30], which
takes into account only matching character sequences
and character swappings (transpositions) which is well
suited for misspelled texts.
3.4. Answer Completeness
When a grader receives multiple answers for a
test item, one important aspect is, how complete the
answer is, i.e., up to which degree an answer covers
all relevant aspects of the question. To compute this
task, the lemmatized submissions are a good starting
point, since the singular/plural etc. differences can be
eliminated. In absence of a golden essay (covering all
aspects perfectly), we compute for every submission a
text consisting all other submissions and compute the











Figure 2. Exemplary visualization of the
Completeness Similarity computation.
Figure 2 visualizes the completeness similarity
computation: e.g., submission 1 is compared with 2 ∪
3∪4∪5 whereas e.g., submission 5 is compared against
1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 ∪ 4. Our hypothesis is that good submissions
will have a large similarity with this text base.
More generally, for a submission Si the similarity




Sj − Si, Si) (1)
Since the text quantity of the text base is much
larger than a single submission, the term frequencies
are weighted via the tf-idf (term frequency–inverse
document frequency) method, which computes the term
frequency relative to the document size. The weighted
factors W are used then to compute the cosine distance
between a weighted submission Wi and the weighted






The basic idea of this metric is that when several
students formulate answers to questions in their own
words, they should differ up to a certain degree from
each other. While grading student submissions we
observed frequently that several students submit the
same wrong arguments using very similar words, where
it is not clear where they got this from. Or sometimes,
some student submissions contain exactly the same
passages. The metric of the natural variability should
detect such cases, which could also be characterized
as ”answer clones”. When students use pre-assembled
summaries or copy the solution during an exam,
the natural variability decreases because the same
argumentation and syntactic elements are expressed
respectively.
Our hypothesis is that good submissions will have a
high natural variability. Alternatively, one can state that
a variability below a certain threshold should be checked
by the human grader. In general, a low variability can
be the consequence of fully correct answers or as well
totally wrong ones, depending on the type of question
and the expected text amount.
The variability metric between two texts T1 and
T2 is computed in three stages: First, all possible
tri-grams are extracted from the lemmatized texts. Then
the extracted tri-grams of T1 are checked against the
ones of T2 and counted if they match. Ultimately, the
actual number of occurrences is divided through the
maximum possible ones to get a percentage of matched
tri-grams. The same procedure is applied for bi-grams
as well as for uni-grams. In total, three percentages are
calculated which express the ratio of tri-/bi-/uni-grams
occurring in both, T1 and T2. Second, these three
ratios are weighted dependent on its severity, i.e., the
presence of many tri-grams in both answers reflects a
strong relation while the same uni-grams (single words)
are mandatory in certain contexts. Therefore, the ratio
of tri-/bi-/uni-grams is weighted as 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1,
respectively (see Equation 3). As a consequence, the
resulting number represents the percentage of overall
matched occurrences in the reference answer.
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total occurrence(%) = (Ntri-grams ∗ 0.6)
+ (Nbi-grams ∗ 0.3)
+ (Nuni-grams ∗ 0.1)
(3)
variability(%) = 1− total occurrence (4)
As the total occurrence stands for the actual
presence in the referenced answer, the natural variability
is semantically the contrary of it. To transform this score
into the intended form of meaning, the complement of
the actual presence is calculated as seen in Equation 4.
The computed variability can also be stipulated as
the percentage of uniquely used collocations. Simply
spoken, a weighted ratio of tri-/bi-/uni-grams used in
student answer A existing in student answer B.
As a result, a complete matrix is calculated which
signifies a quadratic effort. In total, n2 − n scores
have to be computed where n stands for the number
of submitted student answers. n is subtracted as the
diagonal of the matrix represents the variability score
of a student’s answer to itself which is not used. This
complete matrix is not symmetrical as it can occur that
student answer A and B differ in their length. For a
better understanding a small example is given below in
(5-6):
A = ”aa bb cc dd ee”
B = ”aa bb cc”
C = ”aa bb cc dd ee ff gg”
(5)
A B C
A . 0.5900 0.0000
B 0.0000 . 0.0000
C 0.3686 0.7372 .
(6)
In this small example, the asymmetry can be clearly
identified. The variability of A against B is 0.59, while
the opposite results in 0.0. If we compare these scores
against the ones between B and C, the variability of C
against B is 0.73. Hence, the percentage of possible
similar words in C is higher than in A if both are
compared to B, it can be seen that the variability score
increases the longer the student answer is. Furthermore,
this asymmetrical complete matrix allows for detection
of clones, i.e., if student answer B is a subset of student
answer A, B as a clone of A can be therefore detected.
4. Results
For evaluating the presented metrics, we used
previously published test cases of [17] and in addition,
we tested with 73 assessments with a total of 995
submissions (738 in German and 257 in English)
collected from several Information Systems courses
at the Vienna University of Economics and Business
(WU). Since all these assessments were manually
graded, we used the manual grades for determining
the usefulness and precision of the newly introduced
metrics.
The upcoming section follow the order in which
these metrics were introduced in Section 3. First we
show how to use a hierarchical cluster analysis based
on Jaro-Winkler distance to visualize distance-based
(dis)similarity. It allows for grouping of student answers
to quickly detect ones which could be graded in a
sequence by a human grader. In Section 4.2 we look
into use cases of the novel measure of the answer
completeness. The main goal is to show, how well this
metrics can be used to support grading by comparing it
with the manual grading of results. This can be used to
visualize the correlation between answer completeness
and the grading result, where one can also see outliers
or detect exams which were hard to solve by students.
Although, it is not the main purpose of this paper, we
compare how well the answer completeness compares
with approaches based on golden essays. Finally
in Section 4.3 we show how the metrics of natural
variability can detect interesting facts about student
submissions, which cannot be detected by string-based
methods like the Jaro-Winkler distance metrics.
In the examples targeted on supporting the grader
with visual tools, we focused on certain assessments.
Section 4.2 contains the most complete analysis,
addressing an comparison with other approaches and
languages independence.
4.1. Answer Distance
In our first example we provide a graphical
representation based on a hierarchical cluster analysis
to visualize the textual similarity of the submissions of
the exam. Figure 3 shows a single exam in English
with 14 submissions which are displayed in form of a
dendrogram that groups submissions by similarity.
The X axis is labeled with the submissions and the
achieved points. The textually most similar submissions
were submissions 5 and 12, one is graded with 2.5 and
the other one with 2 points. There is a textually very
similar orange colored cluster on the left resulting in
gradings between 1.5 and 2.5 points.
Since the clustering is performed based on the
text similarity, a grader can e.g., grade one exam and
continue with a very similar submission from the same
cluster which is following probably a similar argument
line and will get probably similar grades too.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis based on
Jaro-Winkler Distance
4.2. Answer Completeness
In our experiment we observed differences
depending on the type of the exams, whether these
exams are exams during the semester, or end-of-term
exams. In this section we compare eight different
assessments in English which were all during the
semester, taking 5 minutes per test item. For these eight
assessments, a total of 102 submissions were graded.
The grading result is normalized to a percentage (i.e.,
between 0 and 1).
Figure 4. Correlation of Grading (in %) vs. Answer
Completeness
Figure 4 shows on the X axis the computed answer
completeness and on the Y axis (ordinate) the achieved
percentage of points. The graphic shows only positive
correlations between answer completeness and the
manual grading. The figure gives also an impression of
the difficulty of the questions to the student: assessments
with higher difficulty show regression lines with higher
ordinate values. Two of the assessments (509951385)
have only a flat slope, indicating only a weak positive
correlation. Interestingly, the students scored very bad
on these assessments, since they got only 25% of the
achievable points. Exactly obtaining the same results of
a grader is not realistic, since also two humans are not
grading the same submission identically. To get results
from auto-grading comparable to human variability, the
correlation should be above 0.6 [31]. The Pearson
correlation factors behind Figure 4 can be seen as in the
tabular representation. The RMSE (Root Mean Square
Error) shows the error between the true and predicted
scores (lower value is better).
Assessment Pearson RMSE n
501626282-q1-1 0.8021 0.3089 12
501626282-q1-2 0.6743 0.3652 14
506208253-q2-2 0.5378 0.3478 13
506208253-q2-1 0.4128 0.3268 13
509951385-q3-2 0.1305 0.4193 10
509951385-q3-1 0.0350 0.4353 14
512035696-q4-1 0.7441 0.1509 16
512035696-q4-2 0.4086 0.1768 10
Weighted average 0.4824 0.3143 102
We see from this data that in some cases, the Pearson
correlation and RMSE values on this assessment data
from WU are even better than the results reported
in [16] (best result Pearson correlation 0.592, RSME
0.8887). As indicated, the results of 509951385 are
especially bad - probably for reasons out of the scope
of an algorithm. As weights of the weighted average,
the number of submissions are used such that results
of larger assessments have a stronger influence on the
results. Also, the weighted average of these assessment
results would be in the top third of the 14 compared
approaches of [16]. When performing this comparison
on the Data of Mohler [17, 16] we see results very
similar to the local tests - showing as well sometimes
big differences.
Assessment Pearson RMSE n
6.3 0.8586 0.3761 26
6.2 0.8536 0.3652 26
...
11.7 -0.1698 0.2797 30
8.1 -0.3207 0.6144 27
Weighted average 0.4374 0.4438 4492
Next, we look into language independence, based on
the English and German assessments from our collected
data. We filtered from the assessments the cases, where
we have just aggregated scores.
Assessment Pearson RMSE n
Best (en) 0.8022 0.3089 12
Best (de) 0.8030 2.9689 16
Worst (en) -0.3916 0.2334 13
Worst (de) -0.5360 0.3141 11
Weighted average (de) 0.2156 0.1775 194
Weighted average (en) 0.4825 0.3143 102
Weighted average (all) 0.3075 0.2246 296
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We can see that there are quite high differences in
both English and German assessments, that overall the
results are worse for our German assessments, but that
some of the German assessment scores are comparable
with the English ones. Future work will address a
better understanding of the origin of these differences,
and to find factors indicating the reliability of the
results. One should also note that the distribution of
scores from the Mohler testset (as shown in [16]) is
strongly right-skewed (median 90% correct), whereas
the distribution of our assessment data is more balanced
(median 35% correct).
4.3. Natural Variability
The example we are presenting here is the example
1.1 from the Mohler testset [17]. We use here
dendrograms to visualize the differences between the
natural variability and the Jaro-Winkler distance. The
colors are just used to ease the visual separation. The top
dendrogram in Figure 5 shows the Jaro-Winkler string
distances as presented in section 4.1. We see in the
string-distance based version submissions with 5 points
(maximal grades) distributed over all clusters.
Figure 5. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of Similarities
based on Jaro Winkler Distance vs. Natural Variability
The lower part of Figure 5 displays the dendrogram
on the same data based on the natural variability
measure. We see a clear cluster on the right containing
only top grades.
The main reason for this difference is that these
answers are very similar in its formulation but some
answers use a slightly different wording. Even more
important, these wordings are quite different from other
submissions. Below are the answers 10, 11,12, 17, 21,
22, and 25 that form the right cluster for illustration.
Aside of the terminating dot, answers 21, 22, and 25
are identical.
10: Simulating the behavior of only a portion of the desired software product.
11: A program that stimulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product.
12: A program that simulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product.
17: Program that simulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product
21: it simulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product
22: It simulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product.
25: it simulates the behavior of portions of the desired software product
Figure 6. Examples of sentences with similar
meanings but partly different formulations
The world-level similarities are much better covered
by the variability measure. Typically, very similar
submissions make a grader suspicious, how this
happened. It might be the desired answer (the only
correct formulation), or something purely memorized,
or a consequence of cheating. While a pure automated
grading system would probably just assign a grade to the
submission, our approach aims to detect such anomalies
- which might have a perfect valid reason, but that is for
the grader to decide.
5. Discussion and conclusion
The main contributions of this work are the in-depth
analysis of various Short Answer Grading tools and their
approaches. All the analyzed grading tools require a
desired solution and try to calculate a score based on
the distance between the submission and the ”golden
essay”. We tried here a radical different approach
by questioning the usefulness of the ”golden essay”,
especially when the goal is to assess the student’s ability
to transfer knowledge. Therefore, we developed an
approach which does not require such a ”golden essay”,
but where we could obtain comparable quality measures
in a language independent approach.
In regards to the first research question factors like
answer completeness and natural variability express
crucial and important aspects when assessing student
answers. Compared to completely manual grading,
these metrics assist human graders to highlight basic
quality characteristics for easier further evaluation.
Furthermore, our work targets on using assessment
tools to improve the transparency of the grading for
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human graders. This is very different from the
approaches, where machine learning algorithms are
used as a black-box producing a grading without
explanation. In the last few years various work was
published where neural networks predict scores in short
text examination settings [32, 33, 34, 35].
Such models have to be trained and have to be
fine-tuned [36] to adjust the underlying model weights
to each specific context. Machine learning models
have biases depending on their training data which
are invisible and hard to predict in their consequence,
especially when new test items are formulated. The
creation of hundreds or even thousands of exemplary
reference answers is really strenuous and hard to fulfil
by teachers but necessary for reliability and accuracy.
Overall, the trend towards a fully automated
grading process with a software should be seen as
highly conflicting and morally as well as ethically
controversial. At least as long as computer software are
not able to grasp, extract and understand rich semantics
in all possible variants, a complete replacement of
human raters is nearly impossible. Logically, the
improvements in newer technology drive the upcoming
attempts to fulfil this huge task but until these tools
cannot reach up to a sophisticate level of accuracy and
reliability, a full replacement of a human should not be
considered.
The second main contribution addresses the research
question if a software can contribute to a transparent
grading of short text answers. The prime intention of
the presented approach is to focus on support for human
graders. The provided metrics can pinpoint to certain
characteristics of the submissions and can guide the
grading process of a human grader. These metrics can
be used to categorize certain variants of student answers
into groups like ”good answer”, ”off-topic answer” or
”copied”. This pre-filtering of answers can be used
by the human grader to select those answers which
are either completely off-topic or copied from another
answer, and enables the human grader to quickly jump to
those answers and further investigate them, or to use the
metrics to provide certain hints for the teacher to provide
more consistent and transparent grading.
5.1. Implications on practitioners in the area
of educational grading
According to [15] the latest era is called ”Era of
Evaluation”, this is manifested by many evaluation
challenges and tasks in various years. Beginning
in 2012, the Automated Student Assessment Prize
(ASAP) organized by Kaggle has led to competitions
where different approaches were tested on the same
dataset and evaluation metrics. Another extensively
reviewed competition was held during the semantic
evaluation workshop in 2013 (SemEval) and was called
Joint Student Response Analysis and Eight Recognizing
Textual Entailment Challenge [15, 37]. From there
on it has become more acknowledged that a publicly
available dataset is used for evaluating a possible new
approach. Referring to previously presented approaches
and tools, these publications were evaluated and tested
based on publication-specific data as well as context.
Even with the addition of these two competitions,
the whole research field lacks of a world-wide
standardized evaluation environment in combination
with a dataset. The result is that numerous newly
published articles have one aspect in common, the
differentiating evaluation mechanisms. While some
already use publicly available datasets, others still
collect their own data and test their approach on this
data. Consequently, the possibility to inter-evaluate
different papers is decreasing and highly dependent on
the data summarization of the presented paper. On
top of that the evaluation metrics differ as well. The
Pearson correlation coefficient, the root-mean-square
error (RMSE) and the Cohen’s kappa coefficient are just
three of common metrics applied for evaluations.
5.2. Limitations and further research
As indicated in Section 4.2, the prediction quality
of the answer completeness score concerning grading
varies depending on the kind of question. Although the
main focus of this paper is not autograding, it would
be interesting to investigate deeper into these cases in
order to improve on the bad cases, and maybe to develop
reliability metrics of these scoring results. In addition,
automatically detecting when the introduced metrics
should not be used, or maybe some other metrics should
be used instead, is another crucial point which needs
further research. It is straightforward to combine our
system with golden essays, which might provide better
results in some cases. But in this paper we wanted to
explore first, how far we could get in absence of these.
So far, the acceptance of the supportive charts and
graphics to common teachers is not evaluated. One path
to tackle this issue is to integrate the grading support into
our university assessment system. This would enable us
to provide empirical evidence and could help to build
a growing set of test data from up to 4000 classes per
year. This would allow one to further evaluate it and
possibly enhance this system for more diversified types
of assessment.
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5.3. Main lessons and conclusions
We provided an approach based on new metrics to
support human graders in their grading task to increase
productivity and transparency. It shows a path to direct
the machine’s computing power to aspects where a
human can work with the newly generated information
to assess a student’s answer more thoroughly. In the
end, the examination process is not made for robots or
machines, humans develop those examinations, humans
carry out those exams and humans should evaluate if
the question was correctly answered or not. The many
contextual subtleties, semantically varying perspectives
and fine-grained personal opinions make grading such
a tedious task for the teachers and professors. Only
if students are encouraged to express their knowledge
in naturally variable ways, the answers achieve the
intended goal, i.e., to consolidate their knowledge for
the future.
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